There are some excellent books for kids about the **Westward Movement**. A few of the books are listed below. To locate more books, search the online library catalog.

### COREBOOKS

- **Kids in pioneer times.**
- **The Cabin faced west.**
- **Our west.**

### NONFICTION

- **307.72 GEI**

- **355.8 BYA**

- **363.7 WES**

- **383 QUA**

- **383.09 SET**
  Settle, Raymond W. *Saddles and spurs; the pony express saga*. Univ. of Neb. Pr, [1955].

- **394.2 AND**

- **394.2 AND**

- **398.2 AAR**

- **398.2 AAR**

- **398.2 KIM**

- **398.2 MCD**

- **398.2 SHE**


643 KAL

693 ROU

759.13 RAB

782.42 CAR

782.42 SIL

782.42 SON

784.6 PAR
Stewart, Georgiana L. Parachute roundup. Kimbo, [1982].

793.4 WES

811 SIE

812 WIL

92 BOO

92 BOO

92 BRI

92 BRO

92 COL
Sis, Peter. Follow the dream : the story of Christopher Columbus. New York: Knopf, [1991].

92 COL
Greene, Carol. Christopher Columbus : a great explorer. Chicago: Childrens Pr, [1989].

92 CRO
92 GOR
Oleksy, Walter G. Mikhail Gorbachev (a leader for Soviet change) Chicago: Childrens Pr, [1989].

92 GRA

92 GRA

92 GRA

92 HES

92 ISA
Codye, Corinn. Queen Isabella I. Milwaukee: Raintree, [1989].

92 JOH

92 KIN

92 KIP

92 LOV

92 OAK

92 POL

92 RIC

92 SAC

92 SIT

92 SNY

92 STE
Carlson, Laurie M. Boss of the plains : the hat that won the West. New York: DK Ink, [1998].
92 WES

92 WHI

92 WIL

92 WIL

92 WIL

92 YEA
Gaffney, Timothy R. Chuck Yeager: first man to fly faster than sound. Chicago: Childrens Pr, [1986].

920 DAP

920 DEV

920 LAK

920 ZAD

966.9 PEF

970 KAL

970 PHY
Physical geography of North America: the Western dry lands / VHS. National Geographic, [1989].

970.004 FRE

970.004 NAT

973 KAL

973.04 AFR
973.4 QUI
Quiri, Patricia Ryon. The Lewis and Clark Expedition. Minneapolis, MN: Compass Point Bks, [2001].

973.7 KEN
Kent, Zachary. The story of the surrender at Appomattox. Chicago: Childrens Pr, [1987].

975.4 AND

975.4 HOF

975.4 RIE

976 MAT

977 AYL

977.1 SHE

978 ALT

978 BRI

978 BUR

978 CON

978 COU

978 DEA

978 EXP

978 FLA

978 FRE
978 KAL

978 LEG

978 LEV
Levine, Ellen. If you traveled West in a covered wagon. Scholastic, [1986].

978 MAR

978 MAT

978 MAT

978 MAT

978 MAT

978 OLS

978 PAT

978 PEL
Pelta, Kathy. Trails to the West : beyond the Mississippi. Austin, TX: Raintree/Steck-Vaughn, [1997].

978 QUA

978 RIC

978 SHA
Shapley, Robert W. Boomtowns. Vero Beach, FL: Rourke Pub, [1990].

978 STE

978 STE
Stewart, Gail. Rivermen. Vero Beach, FL: Rourke Publications, [1990].

978 STE
978 STE

978 STE

978 STE
Stewart, Gail. Trappers and traders. Vero Beach, FL: Rourke Pub, [1990].

978 UPT

978 UPT

978.004 BAI
Bains, Rae. Indians of the West. Mahwah, N.J: Troll Assoc, [1985].

979.4 OLS
Olson, Tod. How to get rich in the California Gold Rush : an adventurer's guide to the fabulous riches discovered in 1848. Washington, D.C: National Geographic, [2008].

979.4 QUA

---

**FICTION**

E B

E B

E B
Baylor, Byrd. If you are a hunter of fossils. Scribner, [1980].

E C

E G

E H
Hopkinson, Deborah. Apples to Oregon : being the (slightly) true narrative of how a brave pioneer father brought apples, peaches, pears, plums, grapes, and cherries (and children) across the Plains. New York: Simon & Schuster/Atheneum Books for Young Readers, [2004].

E J

E K

E L

E M

E N

E P
Purdy, Carol. Iva Dunnit and the big wind. Dial Bks, [1985].

E P

E R

E R

E S

E S
Shub, Elizabeth. The white stallion. Greenwillow Bks, [1982].

E S

E S

E W

E W

E W

E W
Williams, Vera B. Stringbean's trip to the shining sea. New York: Greenwillow Bks, [1987].

E Y
F AND

F ANT

F BEA

F BOH

F BRI

F BRU

F BUR
Burgess, Thornton W. Old mother west wind. Little Brown, [1960].

F BYA

F COO
Cooper, Susan. Seaward. Atheneum, [1983].

F CUS

F DEF

F DEW

F DOR

F DUR

F DUR

F FLE

F FRI
Fritz, Jean. The cabin faced west. Coward-McCann, [1958].

F GAR

F GRE

F HAH

F HAH

F HAR

F HAR

F HER

F HOL

F HOP

F HUD

F HUG

F ISA

F KAR

F KHE

F LAS

F LAW
Lawlor, Laurie. Addie across the prairie. A. Whitman, [1986].

F MAC

F MAN
Manson, Ainslie. House calls. Groundwood, [2001].
McMullan, Kate. As far as I can see: Meg's diary. New York: Scholastic, [2001].

Mercati, Cynthia. Wagons ho! a diary of the Oregon Trail. Perfection Learning, [2000].


Moss, Marissa. Amelia's are-we-there-yet, longest ever car trip. New York: Simon & Schuster, [2006].

Murphy, Jim. West to a land of plenty: the diary of Teresa Angelino Viscardi. New York: Scholastic, [1998].


Wilder, Laura Ingalls. The first four years. Harper, [1971].

Wilder, Laura Ingalls. The first four years. Harper, [1971].


Wilder, Laura Ingalls. Little house on the prairie. Harper, [1953].

Wilder, Laura Ingalls. Little house on the prairie. Harper, [1953].

Wilder, Laura Ingalls. The long winter. Harper, [1953].

Wilder, Laura Ingalls. On the banks of Plum Creek. Harper, [1953].

Wilder, Laura Ingalls. These happy golden years. Harper, [1953].


Wilder, Laura Ingalls. By the shores of Silver Lake. Harper, [1953].

YEP

F YOL